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BACKGROUND: Everything on the gray background rectangle is considered part
of the knowledge architecture modeling ecosystem framework.
ACTORS:
The framework actors include modeling stakeholders, modelers,
tool and component designers.
INTERACTION: The framework actors interact with the framework automation
engine by performing modeling use cases through GUI applications.
USE CASES:
The many modeling use cases can be first organized between
the partly and the more fully automated ones.
The partly automated use cases are typically associated with
defining, selecting, relating, and registering modeling resources
of 5 main archetypes:
1) modeling components (e.g. glyphs, graphs, facts, elements),
2) models (e.g. systems, resources, processes),
3) viewpoints (e.g. position, angle, interests),
4) perspectives (e.g. depth, direction, notation, mode), and
5) views (e.g. diagrams)
The more fully automated use cases include
1) project models from viewpoints, through perspectives, onto views
2) execute models by generating and managing modeled resources
3) generate models from existing resources
4) modeling support tasks including maintenance, management,
exchange, transformation of modeling and modeled resources.
APPLICATIONS: Using the modeling automation engine to support all modeling
use cases by providing users (e.g. actors) with intuitive, graphical,
and interactive interface to modeling functionality and automation.
TOOLS:
The framework semantic modeling tools include notational
components used to represent resources in models
of more compound resources (e.g. Systems).
Components, models, viewpoints, perspectives, views, and projection
engines are important modeling tools usefully assembled into
effective tool libraries.
PROJECTIONS: Viewpoints can be defined to determine what model aspects should
be considered, as well as perspectives that specify how those
aspects are to be projected onto views (e.g. diagrams, text, facts,
export/import formats), according to stakeholder requirements.
Horizontal arrows indicate the normal projection work-flow.
PIPELINES:
Highly parallelized streaming content transformation pipeline
engines provide the modeling framework ecosystem with required
processing, performance, scalability, flexibility, modularity,
control, entitlement, tracking, reporting, projection, management,
and maintainability.
INTEGRATION:
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Distributed Resource Repositories
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Decoupling data from related semantics, as well as information
from data-sources, the modeling framework provides an integration
directory that virtualizes knowledge, information, and profiles.
The integration directory is also responsible for managing and
prioritizing alternate distributed data-sources.
DATA SOURCES: Through its integration directory, the modeling framework accesses
any number of, possibly redundant, data-sources (e.g. databases).
GLOSSARY:

Many of the terms used here are defined in the
KnowledgeArchitect.org hyperlink Glossary, available at
http://www.KnowledgeArchitect.org/glossary.html, from the
http://www.KnowledgeArchitect.org/ web site.
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